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From McLennan Community College: 

“Examining the dynamics of social organisms has been a consistent 

preoccupation in my work over the past twenty plus years.  After 

encountering vast plains of termite mounds in northern Australia, many 

exceeding 10 feet in height—and as far as the eye could see—I became 

fascinated with the metaphoric potential of these highly successful 

microcosms of insects in thinking about the potential prosperousness or 

failure of our aggregate human population. Using the termite’s domed 



architecture as a poetic reference, I’ve explored myriad themes of 

collective activity including the formation of utopian societies, virtual 

communities on the internet and transitory populations such refugees, 

cultures in migration also mass gatherings at rock concerts, sports events, 

and political demonstrations. 

In The Lesser Cosmoses exhibition, the domed forms (constructed with 

fabric from repurposed clothing) are re-envisioned as spiritual architecture 

such as churches and meeting houses, which in turn, are visualized as part 

of the larger metaphysical architecture of the cosmos.  In recent times, 

prodded by the isolating effects of covid and extreme political divide, 

individuals have increasingly turned to faith communities for solace and 

support.  Social media has dramatically facilitated that coming together 

process using its algorithms to pinpoint like-minded souls, but 

paradoxically has also encouraged increased factionalization and further 

isolation. In part, this exhibition explores the notion of connectivity in 

regard to the construction of faith and other belief systems. 

  

Bio 

Mark R. Smith is an artist and educator in living in Portland, Oregon.  His 

current studio practice involves use of recycled textiles which he 

incorporates into labor-intensive, densely patterned motifs that reference 

communal architecture, crowd dynamics and the behavioral aspects of 

social organisms. His work has been featured in institutions across the US 



including the Portland Art Museum, the Contemporary Art Center 

(Cincinnati, OH) and the Zimmerly Art Museum, Rutgers University (New 

Brunswick, NJ), the Whatcom Museum, (Bellingham WA) the Drawing 

Center and Artists Space (both in New York City). His solo exhibitions 

include The Office of the Governor (Salem, OR), Gallery Hlemmur 

(Rykjavik, Iceland), The Art Gym Marylhurst University (Marylhurst, OR) 

and several at the Elizabeth Leach Gallery in Portland, OR where his work 

is represented. Smith has also received many public commissions, 

including projects with Trimet, Providence Hospital and the Port of 

Portland (all Portland, OR). His work is included in several public and 

private collections, including the American Embassy (Accra, Ghana), 

CityArts Inc. (New York, NY), King County Public Art Collection, Meta 

(Seattle, WA), Lewis and Clark College (Portland, OR), and Nike Inc. 

(Beaverton, OR). Smith received his BFA from the Cooper Union (1983) and 

his MFA from Portland State University (1997).  
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THE SEMI-FINALISTS ARE:                                          
MARIA T.D. INOCENCIO AND MARK R. SMITH

Maria T.D. Inocencio and Mark R. Smith in their shared studio space (Portland, OR).



In the work of both Maria T.D. Inocencio and Mark R. Smith, beauty and visual delight never exist for their own 
sake. They are always present, but as pathways to a better understanding of the human condition, doors that open up 
and reveal something about our manners, habits and ways of being. Both artists have strong formal sensibilities that 
I immediately respond to – they each play with geometry, symmetry, bold and undifferentiated blocks of color, and 
unexpected material choices (discarded clothing, hair on rocks). And they each have an ability to navigate both 
representational and abstract impulses. Found photographs, for example, are as much a mainstay of their finished 
artworks as painted shapes or squares of fabric. Their comfort and confidence in both worlds is inspiring and a 
reminder that they each build their work on solid conceptual foundations. Their starting points – filled with essential 
questions about people and the world we inhabit – allow their work to take shape in ways that best suit the subject. 
Rigidly adhering to a medium or aesthetic gives way to simply bringing ideas to life. The way the artists describe 
their processes, it’s almost as if their materials and techniques at times rise up with agency and announce themselves 
as obvious choices for illustrating a given concept. In these moments, it is the job of the artist to listen, and both 
Inocencio and Smith are able to hear what few others can. 

For over two decades I have both admired and been fascinated by Mark R. Smith’s and Maria T.D. Inocenio’s 
careers in art. They have individually developed strong and personal voices as artists. Each is also able to 
occasionally set a healthy portion of their independent vision aside in order to  work together as a team. 
Collaboration in the visual arts usually appears risky to me, maybe even unpleasant. I’m fond of long hours alone in 
the studio, and the thought of sharing that space with someone else immediately takes me to a place where I imagine 
the pitfalls – clashing egos and dampened creativity – much more easily than the benefits – the amplification of ideas 
and the ability to scale up that comes with shared passion and shared labor. Maria and Mark land squarely on the 
latter, and spending time with them makes it clear that part of the reason for their success is that they truly like 
working with each other. It might also help that each artist creates work that is linked to process oriented art, a 
strategy that lets them side-step a bit of themselves and arrive at something that can only be achieved by letting go 
of hubris and vanity. They’ll be the first to admit that compromise is a well known traveling companion on any 
shared journey and that their occasional joint efforts are not without their struggles. For them, however, the joy that 
comes with a common sense of purpose is more buoyant and uplifting than any baggage that might otherwise slow 
them down.

I'm so pleased to be able to share my interview with Maria T. D. Inocencio and Mark R. Smith. In it they talk about 
their individual inspirations and processes as well as their collaborative projects.

            - David Schell
The Semi-Finalist: Maria and Mark, what were your formative years like? I’m curious about teachers, classes 
or experiences that influenced you.
Maria T.D. Inocencio: Art school in New York in the early 1980's was amazing.  Everyone was talented, rents 
were cheap, there was so much going on, so much diversity and it felt like anything was possible and you could do 
whatever you wanted and call it art.  

The teachers that influenced me the most were Niki Logis and Reuben Kadish.   Niki was no nonsense and had a 
great sense of humor; she taught me how to build smart and how to persevere.   Reuben was solid and steady; he 
taught me to see better and to look beyond the western tradition for artistic predecessors and for inspiration.

The thing that had the most influence on me was my independent study in the Philippines.  While there I spent time 
with the Bontoc, an indigenous people who live in the mountains of Luzon.   The Bontoc women use backstrap 
looms to weave clothing that is worn on special occasions or in ceremonial settings.   These fabrics have various 
symbols woven into them.  The women also have tattoos on their arms.  They explained that the symbols and tattoos 
represent important things in their lives and in their environment; chevrons, dashes and zigzags are mountains, rice 
crops or water. That principle of how imagery works – that it can be integrated into everyday life, as well as at 



significant moments, that it can hold meaning that is specific yet universal – and that how an image is made is as 
important as what it depicts, is a principle that guides how I make art.



Mark R. Smith: I had two types of formative experiences in education, originally studying at Western Oregon 
University in the town where I grew up and then at The Cooper Union in NYC (1980), where I met Maria and lived 
for fifteen years.  My first group of professors at WOU were all military vets and had gone to school on the GI bill in 
the 1950s.  They had been shaped by Abstract Expressionism and SF Bay area Funk.  A lot of that rubbed off on me 
in terms of making one's own work both friendly and eccentric. My professors James Kirk, Larry Stobie, James 
Mattingly and John Casey were all wonderful and supportive people living quiet lives as makers who helped their 
students believe that it was possible to call oneself an artist. 

At Cooper Union, my big regret was to never have found a true mentor, since I was only there a couple of years 
before graduating. I doubt he would have remembered me, but I did feel I had a real connection with Jack Whitten, 
who at the time was a figure in the margins of the art community.  He was one of the few (very kind) teachers I've 
had, who seemed to want to see through your eyes as an individual and help you get to a place where you could best 
express your ideas.  And he supported the notion of making formally abstract, process-based work that could convey 
personal as well as cultural and political experiences.  I hardly knew or understood his work back then (there was no 
internet and unless someone had an exhibition, it was hard to see the work) but now it's amazing to me how closely I 
align with his micro-collage assemblage methodology.  It's great to see his work being celebrated now, even if he 
isn't around to enjoy the accolades.



S-F: And I know that you two did at least one project together early in your art careers. Can you talk about that 
experience? 
Maria: Our first project,  Significant Movements, at the Pleasant Village Community Garden was a wonderful 
experience.  New York City had a program, Operation Greenthumb, where they leased empty lots – in economically 
challenged areas to neighborhood groups for $1 a year – to create community gardens.   The Artists in the Gardens 
program paid artists a small stipend to make art in those gardens.   I don't remember why we decided to apply as a 
team, but it was a great idea because the space was so big.  

Mark: We met with the residents and went to work on a mural and sculptural installation that incorporated 
climbing vines.   It was a life-changing experience and we made life-long friends there--our daughter is named after 
the garden's principle organizer and beloved neighborhood activist, Rose Gardella.   We even got married 
immediately afterward because the experience gave us confidence that we could get through anything together.   It 
was a perfect moment and it didn't seem to matter much then who had the agency to be there, it was such a mix of 
collaborators. 

Maria: Mark painted a mural, and I built a sculpture of trellises and vines.  So, while we collaborated on ideas, we 
were still working on separate pieces.  The artworks were pretty good for a couple of first timers, but for me the best 
take away was the engagement with the people living in the East Harlem neighborhood.  We worked closely with the 
gardeners and got to know about their lives.  One gardener, Manuel, helped me a lot with digging holes and pouring 
concrete, but I could only speak high school Spanish and he had limited English.  Mark worked with a Vietnam vet 
who helped him with scaffolding for the mural.   After the piece was installed, I taught summer art classes to some 
local kids.

Mark: And as far as our collaborations are concerned, I think Maria and I just liked connecting with people.  We 
met and fell in love in art school and we were living in these vibrant but infrastructurally challenged neighborhoods, 
the East Village, Long Island City, and Greenpoint, which were full of a cultural mix.   In the early 80s New York 
City was just emerging from the urban collapse of the prior decade and artists were doing all kinds of 
improvisational things in taking over abandoned spaces and creating place. When we do work together, it is a 
challenge to sync up our creative ambitions, but we manage all right-- one of us usually speaks up if the other seems 
to be going off the rails.   We're both hard workers and are each very process-oriented. Process is how we imprint 
ourselves on the work.    As a result, our projects usually end up involving a ton of labor, but hopefully there is a 
sense of love and commitment that emerges as a result.



S-F: Maria, over the years you have employed a variety of creative strategies and materials to make work that 
incorporates geometry, abstraction, representation, radial symmetry, collage, text and more. I’m alway surprised by 
each new direction and in awe of how your results are without exception so formally striking. Can you talk about 
your various approaches and how they developed?
Maria: At Cooper (Union), we were required to take foundation courses in every medium and a shop techniques 
class that introduced us to various materials -   wood, metal, plastic, etc.   As a result, I feel a flexibility to use 
whatever means is appropriate to get my message across.   When I make something, I come up with the message 
first, then decide what method and materials to use.

For example, in Remembering Every Day, I wanted to express my feeling of loss when my mother-in-law, Jean, 
passed away.   So, I created a process:   every day for a year I tried to remember something about her, then make a 
color association, and paint the color in gouache on a square of paper.  I chose gouache because it is easy to use in a 
daily exercise, and because it is so warm and velvety.   Using that material made the experience of recording my 
memory pleasant, and the experience for the viewer more inviting.  I used the geometric forms of a grid and a spiral 
because they are familiar and common; the spiral in particular is meant to draw the viewer into the piece.



Maria T. D. Inocencio, Remembering Every Day
2018, paper, gouache, Flashe, glue, colored pencil on wood panel

113" x 113"
(Photo: Stephen Funk)

Maria (continued): In Come Together as Light I wanted to create a feeling of shelter and comfort, while talking 
about time, and the idea of reflecting on one's daily experience.  The audience for the piece would be workers in an 
office and I hoped that the art could function as a way to take a break, while continuing to engage after many 
viewings.



I  chose photography because it is a literal representation of a moment, and as a medium, it is easily manipulated in 
designing for symmetry.  The trees convey shelter, nature and comfort; the symmetry represents reflection.  Collage 
makes sense here for the ease of installation in a large space, but also because of the idea that time is made up of 
parts, equal and unequal, similar and different.   I used stitching as a reminder of the hand, the individual, and the 
quirkiness and unpredictability of each step as we move forward each day.

Above: Maria T. D. Inocencio, Come Together as Light
2022, digital prints, wood panels, paper, paint, glue, thread, 10' x 20' x 7'

(Photo: Dominic Nieri)
Below: detail of Come Together as Light



S-F: Mark, one of the distinctive elements of your work is how you often transform something so ordinary (fabric 
swatches, a zipper, etc.) into completed objects of monumental beauty. Can you talk a bit about your relationship to 
repurposing materials in a world that is so full of discarded objects?
Mark: I've always been drawn to taxonomy and collections of sorts.  I've gathered things forever and really started 
thinking about it as an aesthetic after visiting the bird and insect collections at the NYC Museum of Natural History.  
When I returned to Oregon, I got busy collecting artifacts and little bits of decaying debris from a farmstead that was 
still in our family's possession.   There were some old quilts and clothing there too.  That process somehow evolved 
into what I'm doing today, in going to the Goodwill bins and digging out discarded clothes to make into art.   I like 
the idea of fixing or rescuing these items and having the opportunity to respond to a pre-existing palette of colors, 
textures and patterns to work from.  It seems like less of a responsibility than starting from scratch.  There's always 
some kind of history embedded in these things which is powerful whether it visibly surfaces in the art I make or not.  
I'm not a hoarder, but I have lots of stuff at home that is invested with so many histories and residual content.  It's an 
overwhelming sensation at times but very potent and worth exploring as art.



Mark (continued): Another part of me is drawn to sports and its ritualized conflict.  In another life I would have 
enjoyed designing athletic uniforms.  When I look for clothing, I'm always after the perfect stripe and for the past 
few years I've worked almost exclusively with striped fabrics, cutting and reorganizing them into segmented, 
interlocking forms.  Thinking about the  collective history of all these materials, I've been organizing my forms 
based on communal dwellings and gatherings,  Fourier's visionary phalansteries and sports arenas, also beehives and 
termite mounds from the natural world.  These are spaces where conflict and cooperation play out.  I'm really 
bothered by all our cultural rifts.  This is how this concern manifests in my work I suppose.

Mark Smith, Large Tent with Lanterns at Half-light
2023, repurposed textile construction, 94 x 96 in.



(Below: detail of Large Tent with Lanterns at Half-light.
Note: the concentric moon design in the upper left can be removed from its pocket.)

(photos by Stephen Funk)

S-F: Mark and Maria:  It looks like you both use a lot of systems, math and planning to engineer your finished 
pieces. I’m so curious about how you each balance organization and improvisation.

Mark:  I use very minimal math in organizing my work--only to the extent that I need to plan out the scale 
progressions of shapes.   Ultimately, I tend to work very intuitively, based on structural relationships and color 
interactions, already having that social collectivism content as a driver.   The recent large fabric collage work you 
saw in our studio resembles the shape of a beehive, but more specifically, an enormous tent.   The neighborhood 
where we live has a large concentration of urban campers.   It has prompted me to remember the Democratic "Big 
Tent" philosophy from the Clinton years, where social priorities were all about inclusivity and making all voices 
matter.   Obviously, we've failed miserably in meeting that mark.   But as a meditative rumination on that ideal, I 
designed this work by stacking mitered fabric squares, large to small in progressively diminutive rows until the 
tiniest square of all, at 1/4 in. scale, rests by itself on top.  I had to figure out the math of making the squares in each 
row smaller, while still conforming to the overall shape.   I used a calculator to figure it out, but it was still a 
somewhat comical process.  And certainly there is no perfect symmetry in the piece, intentionally so.



Mark Smith mapping out one of his fabric constructions.
(photo by Dominic Nieri)

Maria: I love math!  My dad was an engineer, and I was a good math student.  In the past, making work while 
raising children, and now, while taking care of my mom, requires planning because there is no time to waste.  So, 
my strategy is to create a process and then follow through.  The process may be "sew for 100 days" or "take a photo 
while you walk"  or "record how long it takes to do a task."  But within each process there is variability built in.  
In Thirty-One Days I took a walk or drive every day for a month, found a color that caught my eye, took a picture 
and recorded the time and place.  I painted the colors and arranged them on a square panel, one per day, in the order 
that they happened.  Then I put the squares together as a calendar of days.  That is the organizational part.  The 
improvisational part is that I didn't control what I saw on my walks, I didn't control how they were arranged on the 
squares or how the colors interact when put together.  The planning made the painting without me making design 
decisions, which can be stressful and take up a lot of time.



Above: Maria T.D. Inocencio, Thirty-One Days
2011, wood, acrylic paint, paper, glue

72" x 84" x 1.25"
(Photo: Maria T.D. Inocencio)

Below: A glimpse of Maria's process for a project she is currently working on.



S-F: Neither of you shy away from incorporating overt beauty into your work. Can you each talk about your 
relationship to this elusive, subjective and at times fraught subject matter?

Maria: I was always concerned about making something beautiful; as if it is a dangerous thing to pursue, that 
maybe by trying too hard for beauty you might create something empty or cloying.   I try to set up situations that 
sidetrack my ability to make the artwork beautiful.  Following a predetermined process helps with that.
  
I am often inspired by a beautiful idea and want to make art about it.  So, I make a plan and trust that the result will 
succeed in conveying that beauty. For example, Where We Touch is based on my volunteer work at the two schools 
my children attended.   Teachers, students, parents, neighbors all worked together to build large projects - one for 
each school. I was struck by the cooperation, accomplishment and enjoyment among the wide variety of people.  
They were different in every way - culture, politics, colors, ages, but were able to work together towards a common 
goal.  That was beautiful, and I wanted to share that beauty through an artwork.

Maria T. D. Inocencio, Where We Touch
2006, string, paper, thread, 93" x 100"

(Photo: Aaron Johanson)

At the time my daughter and her friends were middle schoolers making friendship bracelets for each other, which 
seemed like a lovely gesture.   So, I decided to make the artwork with friendship bracelets.   Each bracelet would 
represent an individual in the community.   My process started by asking each person to measure their wrist and 
choose their favorite colors.  Then in the studio, I hosted bracelet making parties and people came, had cookies and 



coffee, and sat side by side helping each other make bracelets.   It was so much fun.   I sewed the bracelets together 
(in a grid) so that each person's bracelet was connected to the bracelet of a friend or family member.   The elegant 
result was reminiscent of a safety net.   It was a nice metaphor for the community of relationships that we create 
around us.

In Heirloom Waterfall  I wanted to honor the women who came before me – the tradition of weaving, stitching, 
sewing and everything that is called "women's work", their earnest labor, their knowledge – all handed down for us 
to appreciate.   It made sense to place the handmade linens and dresses in layers and descending from the oldest on 
top to the most recent at bottom, flowing like a waterfall.   (By the way, none of the pieces was damaged by the 
installation.)  It's hard not to find beauty in the detail, the intricacies, and the material delicacy of the heirlooms, each 
containing a story and asking the viewer to connect it to their own.

Mark: When I engage with art, I tend to enter through its physicality, looking at and thinking about how 
something is made.   I like to be affected viscerally. There's so much information embedded in the physical 
manifestation of a work and that point of entry leads me to the content.   It's just how I make sense of things.   So 
beauty tends to be synthesized with the process of making and if I can demonstrate some kind of deep commitment 
to realizing a visual form, I feel like it's my most potent tool.   I wouldn't want to deny or withhold anything from 
someone who's willing to consider my work.



Mark R. Smith, Stress Formations (Small Tent Beating Heart)
2023, laser engraving, acrylic paint, laminated papers, 13 x 13 in. each

(photo by Stephen Funk)

S-F:   As an occasional creative team, you both seem capable of setting your egos (at least partially) aside and 
working on a project together. How did you get started collaborating and what’s it like to go through that process as 
artists that each have such strong, independent and well developed voices?

Maria: We've been making art and have been together for over 30 years and have evolved as artists together and 
honed our communication skills.  We respect and admire each other's work. I think we have complimentary skills; I 
can do some things he can't and vice versa.   We are mindful of celebrating each other’s ideas and talents.   Most 
importantly, we want the piece to work, so every element that goes into the artwork has to contribute to its success.
 
Typically,  the reason we collaborate is to accomplish a particular project with a specific purpose.  We approach the 
project from the same starting point, so there isn't one lead and we are equal contributors.  The great thing is that his 
strengths and perspective are different enough from mine that the process is additive, and we often get more than if 
either of us worked alone.  It gets layered, more complex and hopefully more effective.

Above: Mark R. Smith and Maria T.D. Inocencio, I Used to Think I Knew Everyone
2017, muslin, paper, newsprint cutouts, thread, glue, 84" x 83.5"

Below: I Used to Think I Knew Everone (detail)



S-F: Both of you do work that is so engaged with notions of human connection and relationships at a time when a 
lot of people appear to be giving up on humanity in general. Talk about where that comes from. 

Mark: Maria and I are both very empathetic people and that condition just seems to be getting more acute as we 
age.   I can't speak for Maria, but I am most comfortable straddling the art community and culture at large.   I think 
I'm good at being a bridge.   While I have so much appreciation for my artist colleagues, gallerists, writers, arts 
activists and patrons who drive this whole enterprise, I've never been wholly relaxed as an inside participant.   I'm 
always concerned about the person who doesn't get it and needs to be brought into the fold.   I've served as a 
community college art instructor for twenty five years and I've realized over time my real function there is to be a 
facilitator.  I work with a lot of people who feel like they're on the outside and might not be deserving of or just don't 
know how to get access to this broader world of information and education and ultimately empowerment.  So I try to 
help them build their confidence and find their voice and it doesn't matter so much in that context if I'm making 
work of my own, beyond providing the vocabulary.   I love these students I work with and I think I'm effectively 
functioning as an art regular guy.



Above: Mark R. Smith, Stress Formations ( Circle Meet-up)
2023, laser engraving, acrylic paint, laminated papers, 13" x 13"

Below: Mark R. Smith, Stress Formations ( Ornate Tower)
2023, laser engraving, acrylic paint, laminated papers, 13" x 13"

(photos by Stephen Funk)



Maria: I was born in Manila, lived in Nigeria, then came to the states and, as a child, lived in 3 vastly different 
neighborhoods in different parts of New York.  I have met so many different kinds of people from a variety of 
cultures, and each time lived within their worlds and adapted.  There is always commonality to be found, always a 
friend to make.  The work at Pleasant Village and then my volunteer work at my children's schools were experiences 
that deepened my belief that people are a lot more alike than they are different, and that they want to work together 
and can accomplish great things. Cooperation and accomplishment can encourage more of the same.  Meanwhile, 
people have a good time and build goodwill and trust.  I've done work that literally engages many individuals, and 
work that just presents the things we have in common.  It's fascinating for me and I hope what I do is helpful.  I'm 
happy if my work can connect, even if it is just one person at a time.



S-F:  Who are you looking at (alive or dead)? Who is inspiring you in early 2023?

Maria: In my job, I get a chance to look at a lot of local artists and it's especially good to see the work of people 
who are younger than I am.   Zeinab Saab (@zeinab.saab on ig), makes thought provoking pieces on paper and she 
manages to talk about important ideas like identity, in such an elegant way.   David Torres (@djtorresll on ig) is a 
media artist whose work I was recently introduced to.   Both of them have amazing energy and I'm looking forward 
to seeing what they make in the future.

People who are inspiring me include:   Michele Obama, for her work and her representation of women of color; 
Tamar Benzikry, for her ability to raise two small kids while working in a corporate setting; and my daughter, Rosa, 
for her fearless pursuit of her art and her desire to have a positive effect on the world.

Mark: I greatly admire the work of George Johanson, who was always a hero for me through his full embrace of 
color, use of pattern and the general experimentation and playfulness of his work.   He was also a genuinely kind 
person and perpetually curious about everything.   I wish I had been his student.   I've been inspired forever by the 
symmetry of lace and crochet patterns, quilts and all that hand work produced anonymously by women for time on 
end--the patience and commitment required to produce these works is astounding.   Maria has a collection of 
crocheted doilies at home that has crept into my dreams.    I have been a big fan of Brice Marden's Gonshi-inspired 
works--what I call his spaghetti paintings--featuring interlocking webs of calligraphic marks.   They are wholly 
enveloping and mesmerizing to experience.  Louise Bourgeois'  fabric works are uncomfortably familiar and deeply 
psychologically felt. And finally the collage-based work of Jack Whitten, who I mentioned before, is monumentally 
elegant, quiet but expressively powerful.   It serves as excellent proof that abstract work can be both beautiful and 
embody a social conscience.

S-F:  What’s next for each of you?

Mark: I am working on an exhibition at Elizabeth Leach Gallery in Portland scheduled for March-April '23.  The 
working title is Stress Formations.   The idea came about by considering the events of the last few years punctuated 
by the covid pandemic, the large public demonstrations surrounding Black Lives Matter, the Women's March and of 
course, the January 6th Capitol riot.   There was a fascinating contrast between what people were doing privately at 
home to cope with stress and the mass events that were unfolding in public.  Our daughter Rosa had written a short 
essay about historical periods of stress such as the Irish potato famine and the two great world wars, where women 
(for the most part) turned to handcrafts, both as a coping mechanism, and as a means of income and production--
think of Irish lace and Victory knitting.   I used that as a starting point.   My project will include a number of laser 
engravings which feature groupings of figures (cutouts from the NY Times) overlaid by scanned examples of 
Maria's doily collection here at home.   The figures symbolize the crowds and public manifestation of our collective 
angst.

Maria: Right now, Mark and I are working on a commission for a private client, and I've got a large-scale 
commission that is supposed to be completed by September.   I also have a show scheduled for November of this 
year.

Extra Credit:
 

S-F: Is there a text that you would consider a touchstone or that acts as a sort of scaffolding for your work?

Maria: Lucy Lippard's Overlay  is important to me in the way it connects the art of prehistory to that of the 
present.  Islamic Art by Lucio Mozzati is a book that I turn to often.  It's an overview of art and architecture from the 
Islamic world over the centuries and it's gorgeous.   It has an explanation of the relationship between geometry and 
spirituality that is so poetic, and diagrams of how geometry was used in creating the beautiful tile mosaics Islamic 
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architecture is known for.  Also, I read whatever I can find on the subject of time (most recently, Carlo Rovelli's The 
Order of Time) to try to better understand what time is and how we experience it.

Mark: There is a book I've been informed by for several years, (first recommended to me by art historian Sue 
Taylor), Crowds and Power (1960), by Elias Canetti, which I've used before as source material that is also informing 
this show.   It's a huge poetic treatise on crowd psychology and dynamics which continually returns to the notion of 
touch as a fueling mechanism.   It's a hard read but is full of compelling imagery. As a person of Jewish ancestry in 
Europe, who somehow escaped the Nazi pogrom prior to and during WW II, he writes with   a lot of generous 
compassion about unruly mobs of people.
You can see more of Smith's work:
- at Elizabeth Leach Gallery 
- on his website
- on instagram: @markrsmithstudio

You can see more of Inocencio's work:
- on her website

- on instagram: @mariatdinocencio
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Maria T. D. Inocencio, Heirloom Waterfall
2018, linens, baby clothes, 108" x 77" x 7"
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In its simplest formulation, the word phalanx refers to a body of individuals massed 
closely together, a group united for a common purpose. For his solo exhibition at 
Elizabeth Leach Gallery in Portland, Oregon, Mark R. Smith has developed a suite of 
works that feel simultaneously balanced and unbalanced and, at times, almost 
symbiotic. All ten works in the show were created in 2020, mainly from felt, commercial 
knits, and striped twill tape drawn from the artist’s considerable stash of repurposed or 
reclaimed textiles during lockdown and quarantine in the early and middle months of 
2020.  
The exhibition of this work during a tumultuous election season only heightens Smith’s 
examinations of cohesion and division. By virtue of their scale and attention to color, 
three of the works (the large and hypnotic Sutured Diamond, Sutured Square, 
and Sutured Circle) are in direct conversation with the geometric abstractions produced 
by Josef and Anni Albers in the middle of the last century. Focusing, as they had, on the 
interactions of tone and value, Smith cuts and glues fabric in strips to create concentric 
shapes that expand to the edges of each canvas, and then bisects the work vertically 
with a black zipper. The two halves created by this bisection are in contrasting colors, 
implying a mismatch or confrontation, but the silver teeth of the zippers are mated 
tightly, underscoring a sense of cohesion. Sutured Square’s 60 × 60 inches plays neutral 
yellows on the left against dark reds on the right, and the artist handles his hues deftly 
to produce a vibrational effect (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Mark R. Smith. Sutured Square, 2020; reclaimed textiles on wood panel; 60 × 
60 in.

In the press release for the exhibition, Smith cites as inspiration the French philosopher 
Charles Fourier’s plans for shared living spaces that promote gender and social 
equality. Echoes of this research are perceived most clearly in two smaller framed 
works, Ideal Pairs I and II (Figure 2), which gather independent sets of concentric 
squares around a central bullseye motif, and which might be understood as rooms 
massed around a central shared courtyard. These works aim for balance without perfect 
symmetry, and avoid asserting conspicuously political agendas. Instead, because Ideal 
Pairs I and II works are constructed predominantly in the heathered gray fabrics of 
athletic clothes, they hint at the material’s original use and conjure sports as a manner 
of uniting—or dividing—around a shared objective. If there’s an implied battle to these 
binaries of light and dark, warm and cool, male and female, inside and outside, or home 
and away, then in this exhibition there are no definitive winners or losers. With their 
tense, teetering effect, achieved by the use of color and scale as much as the 
arrangements of geometries, the compositions propose equilibrium without stasis.
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Figure 2 Mark R. Smith. Ideal Pairs l, 2020; reclaimed textiles on translucent paper; 31 × 
36 in.

The exhibition shifts from a series of meditations on balance to a consideration of 
stability and support with Complex Dome I and Complex Dome II (Figure 3), both 24 × 
27 inch shapes that mimic the contours of a flattened beanie hat. Smith has used 
concentric squares here, too, stacking them vertically like so many boxes, giving the 
feeling of controlled chaos. Each square has been carefully constructed from four right 
triangles glued to the substrate, about two inches square at the flat base and gradually 
shrinking to a mere quarter inch at the rounded apex of the dome. The tiny pieces are 
meticulously positioned, one surmises, with a pair of tweezers. The artist’s precise 
cutting and placement illustrates his command of the materials—even at close range, 
the cut lines are barely visible, and so, especially for a viewer who works with cloth, 
these are some of the most satisfying works in the show. Smith has long exhibited 
considerable prowess with textiles (his prior quilt-like works of animal motifs and 
silhouettes of sports figures in patterned fabrics also demonstrated his sharp sense of 
color) but his most recent forays into abstraction foreground material over pictorial 
content.
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Figure 3 Mark R. Smith. Complex Dome ll, 2020; reclaimed textiles on translucent 
paper; 24 × 27 in.

On the other side of the gallery, the dome-shaped The City is a Star (Figure 4) modifies 
the tenor of the exhibition yet again. At 62 × 69 inches, it’s constructed from pink, white, 
black, and gray stripes stacked horizontally upon a crenelated base that recalls the 
parapet of a castle. In the center of the dome, a ten-ring bullseye sits inside a pentagon 
that extends five long rectangles out toward the perimeter of the dome. Despite the 
sweetness of the warm pinks, the work introduces a chill into the show; the form 
strongly evokes a panopticon, the 18th century prison designed by Jeremy Bentham, 
who proposed that inmates could be motivated to self-reflection via perpetual 
surveillance. His (ultimately disastrous) theory went that if prisoners don’t know when 
the guard is watching, they will operate at all times as though they are being observed. 
Reinforcing this interplay between visibility and vulnerability, Smith has affixed his 
textiles to a translucent paper-and-fabric panel, assembled such that the stretcher bars 
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beneath are visible; in other words, viewers are given a peek at that which they are not 
ordinarily permitted to see. The title perhaps plays with the notion of polis, the ideal city-
state, and with the star not as a source of light but as the branches extending from the 
Pentagon, symbolic hub of US military authority and dominance. In considering this title 
in relation to the title of the exhibition, one inevitably arrives at one particular meaning 
of phalanx: a body of soldiers formed in close ranks. Whereas before the works pointed 
to attempts at harmony and balance in service of creating a society of individuals, now 
the force of stability—of the five-armed panopticon in its sea of stripes—signals the 
intractability of tyranny.

Figure 4 Mark R. Smith. The City is a Star, 2020; reclaimed textiles on translucent paper 
and fabric panel; 62 × 69 in.



As an exploration of the shifting character that a mass of individuals can take, and as a 
reflection of the dynamism of collective power, Phalanxes stimulates. It’s clear that 
Smith has been meditating on the municipal state of the world, and on our highly 
polarized society, and he comes away with optimism intact. His enthusiasm, however, is 
not for utopias, which by their very nature are repressive; a society cannot thrive without 
variation. Instead, this work is a celebration of those variations and a means of thinking 
through the frameworks that make equilibrium possible. Though the work here is not 
overtly political, it doesn’t lack the efficacy to envisage common cause. Smith sees that 
we have potency when we work together to achieve shared goals, and that what we do 
with that power matters a great deal.

 



Laurel Reed
Pavic

Processing Loss at Lewis & Clark
orartswatch.org/processing-loss-at-lewis-clark

Mark R. Smith and Maria T.D. Inocencio’s exhibition, Loss of Material Evidence, closed on
Sunday, December 9th. The works in the show successfully take on one of art’s highest
callings: to make visible the unspeakable, here an exploration of grief. The irony of course
is that this exhibition about loss also marks the end of an era for the Ronna and Eric
Hoffman Gallery of Contemporary Art at Lewis & Clark. Only a few days prior to the
closing of this exhibition, it was announced that the long-time gallery director and curator,
Linda Tesner, had been let go. So the end of the show coincides with the end of the gallery,
one loss merging with the other.

It would be a mistake, however, to let sadness over the loss of Tesner and concern over the
future fate of the Hoffman Gallery to overshadow the achievements of Smith and
Inocencio. The show was beautiful in concept and in execution. Inspired by the aging and
inevitable loss of the artists’ parents, the works in the show are a meditation on death and
the accumulation of things. The lament is tempered by a hopeful note of celebration of the
power of family and community. Grief is felt and processed and then, ultimately,
transformative.

Maria T.D. Inocencio and Mark R. Smith, “Time Tunnel” (2017).
Reclaimed textiles, thread, glue, canvas.
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An enormous abstract composition (roughly 9-by-16 feet) sets the tone for the show.
Vertical stripes of varied colors, interspersed with thin white lines flank a central
composition of nested, striped squares. The title, Time Tunnel, suggests some sort of
flashing tunnel time warp ushering the viewer into the gallery. Perhaps because of too
much time with art history books and not enough exposure to time-warp tunnels, I was
struck by the similarity to Frank Stella’s abstractions of the 1960s . Stella’s works were
products of High Modernism, abstraction that celebrated the materiality of paint; Stella
famously said about his works, “what you see is what you see.”

Smith and Inocencio reject this Modernist tautology; Time Tunnel isn’t an opportunity to
meditate on the paintness of paint but rather a call to consider what to do with the stuff
accumulated over a lifetime. Smith and Inocencio’s stripes are not paint at all but
reclaimed fabrics painstakingly deconstructed and then remade into symmetrical stripes.
Some of the fabric strips are only inches long but the stripes are so meticulously arranged
that the seams between pieces are barely visible. The style of the stripes and their fabric
types recall striped polo shirts, the collared garment of choice of many an erstwhile or
aspirational golfer. With Time Travel and many other works in the show, the stripes aren’t
a formal device but the answer to the question: what to do with a lifetime-supply of striped
shirts?

Several works in the show use these stripes née shirts. In Mother: The Farthest Ten Acres;
Father: Late Arrival; and Mother, Father: Long-Lived but Not Forever the stripes are
composed into arches, circles, and curves. A pair or trio of framed found photographs
interrupts the geometric patterning in these works, the photographs cut from Smith’s
parents’ hundreds of saved copies of National Geographic. In Objects and Aura, the
stripes are fashioned into small squares and used as a backdrop for a pair of figurines made
by the artists’ son at age 10. The figurines seem to be Smith’s acknowledgment that his own
saved treasures will inevitably become accumulated stuff that someone will clean out. In
Afterimage: The Night Sky, the stripes become circular constellations on the ceiling that
can be gazed up at from a brown recliner. The chair evokes both limited mobility and the
association between the sky and the afterlife.

Many of Inocencio’s works use repetition as a form of meditation in the processing grief
and loss. For the installation, Comforter—Beloved Embrace , Inocencio cut out copies of
photographs from family albums, one per day. She combined these photo cut-outs with
tracings of leaves that were collected on daily walks, traced, and then cut out. The 365
figures and more than 3000 leaves blanket the ceiling and trail down the walls so that the
viewer is enveloped in this space of memory. Remembering Every Day presents a large
grid of varied colors, but closer inspection reveals that each color is an associated with a
memory, one colored memory for each day for one year from the day her mother-in-law
died arranged as a pinwheel. Each square bears a date and a token description: hand towel,
attic tablecloth, fridge magnet. Stuff that becomes memories and those memories then
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Mark R. Smith, “Afterimage: The Night Sky” (2018).
Reclaimed textiles, plywood, metal tubing, stand-assist

chair.

reduced to a bare minimum—a word or phrase and color.
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Maria T.D. Inocencio, “Remembering Every Day” (2018). Paper,
gouache, Flashe, glue, colored pencil on wood panel

Fear of Falling is a tower of things, not things remade or memories extracted from things
but actual, physical things: a discarded strand of Christmas lights, reading glasses, a
colander, a plastic novelty goblet, and a ball of yarn among many others. The tower is
precariously balanced; the title references the instability of the structure and the mobility
issues that accompany aging. What to do with two of life’s inevitabilities: aging and a junk
drawer (or basement)? When is stuff a treasured memory and when is it just stuff?

A whole self-help industry has emerged to answer this question. Marie Kondo promises
that ridding ourselves of things will bring joy. Or if you’re starting later, you can always
Swedish death clean. Smith and Inocencio don’t offer a solution so much as camaraderie.
They aren’t chastising anyone for keeping a plastic novelty goblet or stacks upon stacks of
back issues of National Geographic, and they aren’t offering a solution or a way out.
Instead, they’re showing their way through, the sifting, remaking, and letting go. They
invite viewers to witness their grief and loss as a way to contemplate our own.
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Maria T.D. Inocencio and Mark R. 
Smith, “Fear of Falling” (2018) Found 

Objects and reclaimed textiles

High Modernism posited that formal aesthetic qualities were universal, that all people
could grasp the beauty in abstraction if they only made the effort. This assumption of the
universality of formalism has largely been
abandoned—the acknowledgment of plurality and
the fact that different visual traditions value
different qualities and personal experience affects
the way we see. What I find so appealing about this
show is that it uses abstraction to speak to a
different universal—not formal aesthetics but loss.

At the end of a tumultuous year in the Portland arts
community—the closing of the Art Gym at
Marylhurst (amid the closing of the university), the
end of Tesner’s position at Lewis & Clark, potential
changes on the horizon for OCAC and PNCA—it is
easy to focus on what we’ve lost or are afraid of
losing. In that vein, the December afternoon closing
of Loss of Material Evidence could have been a
dirge but it was not. The afternoon was dreary and
cold but the gallery was awash with warmth, art, and
community. There was a crowd. Smith and
Inocencio were apron-clad, giving a tutorial on how
to make Smith’s mother’s apple pie. Tesner was a
model of grace and generosity as she shared her
thoughts on the show and the larger endeavor of
curating. There were even gifts as the show’s
beautiful catalogs were given away. Against all odds,
loss was spun into something lovely.
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A Seat At The Table? Considering Soft Power: MK Guth and Mark Smith

"Only through art can we emerge from ourselves and know what another person
sees" -Marcel Proust

Proust is utterly wrong with that quote of course, but it is a sentiment of yearning
and perhaps a tad religious one at that. Instead, Art tends to be as subjective as
anything else... though visiting someone's home or having a meal together is a kind
of shared experience that is similar to looking at art or a performance together. In
fact, all meals are performances and there is a power in such communion. The point
being that art doesn't have any special authority, only that it has license to make
unexpected demands on those that experience it. Sometime between the time of
Lascaux and Titian though, art experiences became increasingly elitist and about
projecting power. This was the hard power of class authority or social station.

Which brings me to two current shows by veteran Portland artists, Mark Smith and
MK Guth.

Mark Smith's exhibition, Vestibules and Portraits, Laminates and Veneers at
Elizabeth Leach Gallery purposefully inverts the whole iconographic process by
using the domestic soft power materials as a veneer to a warholian iconographic
effect that is personalized, not some top down idol. Visually it also has its roots in
populist hippie era psychedelia, which was also trying to generate shared group
experiences.
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Mark Smith, End Table with The Beatles, Alyson and Leslie and the Reverend Sun
Yon Moon (2012)

In particular Smith's End Table with The Beatles, Alyson and Leslie and the
Reverend Sun Yon Moon takes pop icons, a religious leader and two people most
people do not know is served up as a kind of soft power altar. It isnt that different
from pinterest where users can arrange their visual interests in albums. The
difference here is that Smith formally unifies them via soft blanket materials (a
Greenbergian and hippie era formal trick) to make them both stranger and more
approachable. These soft elements feel like a object commentary on social medium,
which employs similar veneers to make the internet seem warmer fuzzier and more
relatable.
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Mark Smith Open Cameo

By turning the entire gallery into a table or shelf Smith's Open Cameo with a stand
does the same thing only by making the normally tiny frame and stand human sized
and devoid of faces (replaced with a void) it invites a kind of interaction (though its
placement in the corner somewhat squelches it). Many artists use soft materials
these days to evoke a domestic parlance but Smith has been doing quite a long
time exhibiting stadium plans vacuum packed with lost and found clothing over a
decade ago in the 2001 Oregon Biennial. Somehow, now that the domestic and soft
power is en vogue Smiths veneers have become bolder and more compelling,
particularly in the sculptural works. In the past traditional sculpture was relegated to
heavy materials like granite, marble, various metals or wood but in these cases the
soft veneer itself supersedes the supporting wood... cuing the viewer that it is their
own personal relationship to this soft material that is most important.
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Mark Smith, Book Stack (top to bottom) German Grammar, Family Sunday and
Betty Crocker (2012)

Smith's Book Stack (slyly recalling Judd's stacks) also wears its heart on its sleeve...
taking book covers (an autocratic visual form if there ever was one) and handicrafts
them into folk objects or heirlooms... which is a quite a reversal for the nostalgic
Betty Crocker cookbook or German Grammar. Somehow it feels personal but in fact
it is an engineered soft power experience.

Similarly, at the Art Gym MK Guth uses the overlay or veneer of shared experiences
(and a lot of gnarled knotty and highly figured wood) to create a somewhat less
poppy but still rather folksy experience. Her shelves also recall Judd's stacks. The
Proustian title for the show, "when nothing else subsists, smell and taste remain"
definitively places the objects themselves in the service of soft power concerns like
gathering people together.

Like any dinner party Guth creates socially engineered situations around tables or
shelves that like Clark or Abromovic that coalesce around her often wood centric
objects. Her Dinner for a Funereal with its handbook-like black embossed book
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cover, other books and black baited kitchen knife is perhaps the only terribly edgy
thing here but that is the point (bad pun). The point being, real life dramas can beat
any fiction.

Likewise situations like Dinner for Women or Curators seem to recreate scenarios
that take place all of the time. Curators have lunch with one another to compare
notes and coordinate... and sometimes the ladies find it novel to dis-invite the boys.
Often these informal soft power moments set important and lasting wheels in
motion. Is Guth trying to claim the dinner party? Well Portland is a food driven place
and we sure do like wood.

Pieces like Dinner for John Cage and Dinner for Women seem like can't miss
happenings. Besides, who can hate John Cage or Women and expect to be invited
to any dinner party?

My personal favorite is Dinner for Getting Lost. The stump looks like something from
Guth's yard and I can just picture the eventual location for the meal being in some
roadless area where the guests are only given a vague map and a machete but
only after being blindfolded and driven to an undisclosed wilderness. Directions like,
"turn right at the second badger and 30 degrees left at the fourth red squirrel,"
would ensure that the companion piece Dinner for a Search Party would have to be
made.

The point being that this show deals in suppositions as much as supper. Those who
don't get to be part of the Dinner for Curators or Dinner for Crying might feel
excluded because there is a supposition that what transpired was important. In fact
that is hardly ever the case, instead it is the familiarity and bonds of trust one
develops through the shared experience and proximity which become the true soft
power component that almost all human interaction/empathy traffics in. These
interactions become the foundation of relationships that then might lead to
something important. In fact all meals are performances and the allusions to Marcel
Proust in Guth's show are just a way of giving the meal as a palimpsest an
intellectual context. Still, I feel the fact that everyone has to eat trumps Proust's
influence.

In many ways Guth's exhibition is an exercise in relational aesthetics for the
Northwest crowd.... a people who love food, close clustered groups and wood. I
hope people see the kitsch in this choice because Guth clearly did with her campy
mushrooms and plates made out of wood... treating the whole affair as if the
Northwest was just one big Black Forrest Cuckoo Clock. It is a sly move since
making everything out of huge slabs of Douglas fir would have been more typically
Cascadian? Guth's objects themselves are just totemic props, a little like ceremonial
potlatch feast accoutrements. Smith's are a little more icon driven but both artists
felt a burning need to make book shelves, which is about the most Portland thing I
can think of.

One thing isn't open for debate though, both artists made use of shelves and
domestic style tables. It is an effective ploy to usurp the standard display cases of
museums, making the work more domestic and relatable.
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None of this channeling of power is new of course (Fritz Haeg plants gardens and
Harrell Fletcher made other people's wishes come true) but it does represent the art
world's increasing focus on reaching out to viewers. Even Mark Smith's work seems
to present art as a normalizing force rather than acting as a fountain of exceptional
and the odd. What does art gain from being so accommodating? ...well about as
much as it gains from being exceptionally specific, the two are sides of the same
experiential art coin.

It is the final weekend for MK Guth's exhibition at the Art Gym.

Mark Smith's exhibition runs till December 29th.

Posted by Jeff Jahn on December 06, 2012 at 13:17 | Comments (0)
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Mark R. Smith’s Paintings Exhibited in Governor’s Office  
Art work on View through September 15, 2010 

 
A collection of paintings by Portland, Oregon artist Mark R. Smith is on exhibit in the office of 
Governor Ted Kulongoski through September 15, 2010.    
 
 “In making this work, I was concerned with creating artworks that would read like 
contemporary folk tales much in the manner of older 19th century story quilts.” Mark Smith’s 
paintings convey the care and detail of quilts, with carefully placed and painted fabrics. Smith 
has mined differing cultural inspirations for his symbols over the years, including sporting 
culture and, more recently, highly organized social structures of humans and animals.   
 
His pieces use materials recycled from vernacular culture; stenciled shapes are cut directly from 
newspapers to create silhouetted, pictographic forms. The printed fabrics on which the shapes 
are painted were collected from Goodwill bins.  
 
Smith received a BFA from the Cooper Union in New York City and an MFA in painting from 
Portland State University.  His work has been exhibited widely, including The Art Gym, 
Portland Community College, Pacific Northwest College of Art, Fresh Trouble, curated by Jeff 
Jahn; The Drawing Center, New York; Hallie Ford Museum of Art, and Elizabeth Leach Gallery, 
Portland, where he is represented.  He is one of thirteen artists to receive a 2010 Artist 
Fellowship from the Arts Commission.  
 
Mark R. Smith’s work may be seen in the Office of the Governor, 2nd floor, Oregon State Capitol, 
900 Court Street in Salem, Mondays through Fridays from 8 am – 5 pm.  
 
The Art in the Governor’s Office Program honors selected Oregon artists with exhibitions in the 
reception area of the Governor’s Office in the State Capitol. An exhibit in the Governor’s  
Office is considered a lifetime honor. Artists whose work has been shown there include William 
Park, Mary Josephson, Gordon Gilkey, Sally Haley, Yuji Hiratsuka, Manuel Izquierdo, James 
Lavadour, Henk Pander and Margot Thompson.  



‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ 
 
The Oregon Arts Commission provides leadership, funding and arts programs through its 
grants, special initiatives and services. Nine commissioners, appointed by the Governor, 
determine arts needs and establish policies for public support of the arts. The Arts Commission 
became part of the Oregon Business Development Department in 1993 in recognition of the 
expanding role the arts play in the broader social, economic and educational arenas of Oregon 
communities. In 2003, the Oregon legislature moved the operations of the Oregon Cultural 
Trust to the Arts Commission, streamlining operations and making use of the Commission’s 
expertise in grant‐making, arts and cultural information and community cultural development.  
 
The Arts Commission is supported with general funds appropriated by the Oregon legislature, 
federal funds from the National Endowment for the Arts and funds from the Oregon Cultural 
Trust.  
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